
 

 
February 14, 2020 

 

RE: Showdown Displays Assurance to Distributor Partners Regarding Tariffs  

 

Valued Partner; 

 

You may be aware that the U.S. Trade Representative has placed a series of tariffs on a wide variety of goods shipping from China to 

the United States, the most recent adjustment to these taking effect on February 14, 2020. These tariffs are expected to remain in 

place indefinitely and many of the raw materials purchased at Showdown Displays are subject to these tariffs. 

 

Our mission at Showdown Displays is to provide you with great products and legendary customer experiences, always for a fair 

price. The vast majority of our items are produced here in North America, but select raw materials and components are sourced 

globally. As a result, these tariffs have impacted Showdown Displays as a manufacturer and, effectively, you- our trusted distributor 

partner. To ease the anxiety surrounding these tariffs and the potential impact, we have taken the proactive measure to inform you of 

our ‘customer first’ approach.  

 

Showdown Displays is addressing these tariff challenges with a three-step approach, which we believe reinforces our commitment to 

you, our reseller partners, as well as to the industry as the leader in our category. 

 

Step 1: Effective January 1, 2020, Showdown Displays has published updated retail and wholesale pricing, which will 

reflect varying tariff increase (7.5%, 15% and 25%, respectively) that will be in effect at that time. This updated 2020 price 

list will supersede all previous pricing guides and follows Showdown Displays’ standard annual pricing release schedule.   

 

Step 2: Showdown Displays’ commitment to our reseller partners is that the 2020 published pricing for our products will not 

increase throughout the entire 2020 calendar year. Should additional tariffs be levied to a Showdown Displays product, 

Showdown will absorb that impact to protect our distributor partners while providing prices you can depend upon. 

 

Step 3: The team at Showdown Displays will continue to actively monitor the product assortment impacted by these tariffs. 

Should a tariff be eliminated or reduced, Showdown Displays will adjust prices lower accordingly, within 30 days, to 

account for the tariff impact. Those changes, should they occur, would be accessible on the Showdown Displays website as 

well as any external industry search engines. 

 

As the largest supplier of portable lightweight displays and signage in North America, Showdown Displays has a responsibility to our 

distributor reseller partners to provide to you the most responsibly sourced and produced products at the best value. This approach 

will ensure that our distributor partners continue to receive the most competitive, consistent and accurate pricing information to 

support their customers, their programs and their business. Thank you. 

 

In the event you have any additional questions on tariffs and pricing, please contact: 

 

 

 

 

Kevin Walsh 

President 

Showdown Displays 

763-746-1374 / 888-376-7469 Ext. 1374 

kwalsh@signzoneinc.com 

 


